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Abstract

The long readout times of single-shot acquisitions and the high field strengths desired for func-

tional MRI using blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast make functional scans sen-

sitive to magnetic field inhomogeneity. If not corrected during image reconstruction, field inhomo-

geneity can cause geometric distortions in the images when Cartesian k-space trajectories are used

and blurring with spiral acquisitions. Many traditional methods to correct for field inhomogeneity

distortions rely on a static field map that was measured using images that are themselves distorted.

In this work, we propose a regularized least-squares approach to joint estimation of both the undis-

torted image and field map at each acquisition using a spiral-in/ spiral-out pulse sequence. Simulation

and phantom studies show that our method is accurate and stable over a time series. Human func-

tional studies show that the jointly estimated field map may be more accurate than standard field

map estimates in the presence of respiration-induced phase oscillations, leading to better detection

of functional activation. The proposed method measures a dynamic field map that accurately tracks

magnetic field drift and respiration-induced phase oscillations during the course of a functional study.

Keywords: image reconstruction, field inhomogeneity, functional MRI, iterative methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Functional imaging using blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast is performed by acquir-

ing T ∗
2 -weighted images using gradient-echo acquisitions during task and rest [1]. The gradient-echo

acquisitions typically are fast, single-shot techniques such as EPI or spirals. Single-shot techniques al-

low high temporal resolution and avoid the mixing of respiratory phases or subject motion between the

shots in a multi-shot acquisition. However, the long readout times of single-shot acquisitions make them

sensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities that can lead to severe distortions in the images. Magnetic

field inhomogeneities exist around regions where materials with different magnetic susceptibility come

into contact, for example at air/tissue interfaces. When uncorrected, these effects can cause geometric

distortions when EPI scans are used and blurring with spiral acquisitions. The artifacts due to field in-

homogeneity can cause problems when obtaining functional results from areas near air/tissue interfaces.

Spatial distortions can also degrade the accuracy of registering images from different time points for

motion correction and registering functional results to anatomical scans.
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Many image reconstruction methods have been proposed to correct for field distortions in spiral

imaging, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. There are two steps involved in most field inhomogeneity correction

schemes. The first is to measure the spatial variation of the magnetic field, this is referred to as estimating

a field map. The second step is to use that field map to compensate for field inhomogeneities during the

reconstruction. Some methods have been presented that by-pass the first step, for example Nollet al.

[3] use an auto-focusing criteria based on the assumption that the phase is locally smoothly varying in a

field-corrected image. However, most field correction methods rely on obtaining a good estimate of the

field map.

Conventionally, the field map is measured by acquiring two images at slightly different echo times

and dividing their phase difference by the difference in echo times [7]. That method assumes implicitly

that all of the off-resonance phase accrual occurs at the echo time, ignoring dephasing during the data

readout which may be longer than the echo time. If the images used to measure the field map are taken

with the same acquisition parameters that are to be used in the imaging study, then they are distorted

by field inhomogeneities and the resulting field map suffers from the image distortions. A multi-shot,

short echo time scan can be used to obtain a less-distorted field map, but such field maps require extra

acquisitions and may suffer from mixing of respiratory and cardiac phases [8].

For standard field map estimation, the echo time of the two reference images must be within a few

milliseconds of each other to avoid ambiguity in the field map measurement that would result from2π

phase wraps. Given that the total acquisition time for an single-shot image is tens of milliseconds, one

must use two separate acquisitions (TR intervals) to acquire two images with slightly different echo

times. Respiration-induced phase variations in the two reference images, other physiological noise, or

subject motion between the two scans can lead to errors in the standard field map estimate. For example,

in our scans, the center frequency of an axial slice can vary by 1 Hz depending on the position in the

respiratory cycle. This could result in a phase difference of as much as(2πTE× 1 Hz)radians between

the two acquisitions even in the absence of additional field inhomogeneity. This phase difference divided

by the difference in echo times would induce a 15 Hz error in the field map estimate for an echo time of

30 ms and a echo time delay of 2 ms. Using the spiral-in/ spiral-out sequence along with our proposed

joint estimation algorithm, we are able to estimate the field map during one TR interval. The spiral-

in sequence is followed by a short rest or gap of 1 ms before the spiral-out portion of the sequence is

executed. Section 4.4 gives an example showing that the standard field map estimation technique is not
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applicable to field map estimation using the spiral-in and spiral-out images within a single acquisition.

Field maps resulting from standard estimates are usually assumed to be static over the course of the

functional study because an additional scan with a delayed echo time is required. This additional scan

is usually performed at the beginning or the end of a functional study. This one measured field map is

used for correcting the entire time series of images. Dynamic changes in the field map for a slice can

occur during the course of a functional study. These changes can be due to respiratory-cycle induced

phases, main field drift, and subject motion. When field-corrected image reconstruction algorithms are

used, these dynamic changes can lead to further distortions in the images for a time series. Nayaket al.

presented a method to form standard, dynamic estimates of a low-resolution field map by delaying echo

times of subsequent shots in a multi-shot experiment [9, 10]. However, these estimates are sensitive to

the differences in reference images discussed in the previous paragraph, whereas the method we propose

here will estimate the field map within a single acquisition.

This paper describes a new way to combine the two steps used for field inhomogeneity correction

used in conjunction with a certain pulse sequence. We propose to reconstruct an undistorted image and its

associated, dynamic, undistorted field map from a spiral-in/ spiral-out acquisition. This method retains

the time resolution and other benefits of single-shot methods while correcting for distortions caused by

the changing field map. The spiral-in/ spiral-out pulse sequence can acquire the same number of slices

per TR as a spiral-out sequence [11] and therefore should not change the setup of current fMRI studies.

By measuring the field map during each acquisition of a slice, we are able to track and compensate for

dynamic changes in the field map.

In Section 2, we derive our nonlinear least-squares joint field map and image estimation algo-

rithm and discuss some implementation issues. Our field-inhomogeneity-corrected image reconstruction

method was discussed in [12] which included methods to speed computation: time segmentation and

the Nonuniform Fast Fourier Transform (NUFFT) [13]. Both of those methods are used extensively in

this work. Simulation, phantom, and human data experiments are described in Section 3 with the results

given in Section 4.
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2 Theory

We approach the simultaneous estimation problem by forming a cost function based on the signal equa-

tion for MRI and then minimizing it over the image and field map simultaneously. Section 2.1 presents

our cost function based on the signal equation in terms of the unknown image and field map. Section 2.2

discusses our minimization process.

2.1 Nonlinear Least-Squares Joint Estimation

In MRI, the equation for the complex baseband signal, ignoring relaxation effects, is given by,

s(t) =
∫

f(r)e−iω(r)te−i2π(k(t)·r)dr, (1)

wheres(t) is the signal at timet during the readout,f(r) is a function of the object’s transverse magne-

tization at locationr, ω(r) is the field inhomogeneity, andk(t) is the k-space trajectory. In an MR scan,

the raw measurements are noisy samples of this signal,

ym = s(tm) + εm, m = 1, . . . ,M, (2)

and from these samples we would like to simultaneously estimate the image,f(r), and the field map,

ω(r).

This is clearly an ill-posed problem since there is an infinite collection of solutions,f(r) andω(r),

that closely match the datay = (y1, . . . , ym). We proceed by parameterizing the object and field map in

terms of basis functions as follows:

f(r) ≈
N−1∑
n=0

fnφ1(r − rn)

ω(r) ≈
N−1∑
n=0

ωnφ2(r − rn). (3)

For the results presented in this paper, we will use the voxel indicator function:φ1(r) = φ2(r) =

rect(r1/∆r1) · · · rect(rP /∆rP
) for the P -dimensional problem. This choice is natural for the object,

f(r), since the display device will use square areas of nearly constant luminance, but better choices for

the field map,ω(r), may exist that would allow for the modeling of within-voxel nonuniformity of the
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magnetic field intensity. Alternative basis functions will be explored in a future work. Substituting Eq.

(3) in Eq. (1), yields

s(t) ≈ Φ(k(t))
N−1∑
n=0

fne
−iωnte−i2π(k(t)·rn), (4)

whereΦ(k(t)) results from the Fourier Transform ofφ(r), i.e. sinc(k1(t)∆r1) · · · sinc(kP (t)∆rP
). We

express the noisy measured samples of this signal in matrix-vector form as follows

y = A(ω)f + ε, (5)

wheref = (f0, . . . , fN−1) and the elements of theM ×N matrixA(ω) are

am,n(ω) = Φ(k(tm))e−iωntme−i2πk(tm)·rn . (6)

Our goal is to estimate the image,f , and the field map,ω, from the k-space datay, accounting for the

statistics of the noiseε.

In [12], we used the formulation in Eq. (5) as part of an inverse problem approach to field-inhomogeneity

corrected image reconstruction,i.e. estimate the imagef given the field map,ω. We showed that in re-

gions with large field inhomogeneity, the iterative reconstruction method results in more accurate images

than the standard conjugate phase approach. However, this accuracy may be limited by errors in the es-

timated field map. In [12], a static field map from an additional scan was used. Due to the size of

the system matrixA, directly calculating its inverse is impractical and it is usually ill-conditioned. In-

stead, we used the iterative method of conjugate gradients (CG). The main operations involved in the CG

method are computingAx andA?y, i.e. evaluating Eq. (4) and a complex conjugate transpose version

of that equation. We developed fast and accurate approximations to speed the computation of these two

matrix-vector products, the non-uniform fast Fourier Transform (NUFFT) [13] and a min-max optimal

interpolator for time segmentation [12]. In this work, we propose to estimate both the image and the

field map and we will use both of these speed-up methods extensively.

Since the dominant noise in MRI is white Gaussian [14], we can estimatef andω by minimizing

the following penalized least-squares cost function,

Ψ(f , ω) =
1

2
‖y −A(ω)f‖2 + β1R(f) + β2R(ω) so that,

f̂ , ω̂ = arg min
f ,ω

Ψ(f , ω). (7)
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The second half of the equation forΨ(f , ω) includes regularization terms,R(f) andR(ω), that penalize

the roughness of the estimated image and field map. The parameterβ1 is chosen to control noise but not

to significantly affect the resolution of the problem. For the regularization of the field map,β2 is chosen

to result in a relatively smooth field map, similar to the standard field map estimates after smoothing

(see Section 3). For simplicity, we used a quadratic regularization,R(f) = 1
2
‖Cf‖2 for a matrixC that

takes differences between neighboring pixels.

2.2 Implementation: nonlinear estimation problem

The minimization problem, Eq. (7), requires an iterative algorithm. We alternate between updatingf̂

andω̂. First we update the image given the current estimate of the field map, then we update the field

map given the new estimate of the image. For updating the image, we exploit the linear relation between

the image and the data and apply the iterative conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm for minimization of

Eq. (7) overf . The CG algorithm, along with the fast methods presented in [12], results in a quick

convergence to the best fit image for this part of the algorithm. Once we have updated our estimate of

the image,f̂ , we use gradient descent on the cost functionΨ from Eq. (7) to update the estimate of the

field map,ω̂. The gradient ofΨ with respect toω is given by:

∂

∂ωn

Ψ(ω) =
1

2

M∑
m=1

(
− itmfn

?Φ?(k(tm))ei(2πk(tm)·rn+ωntm)(ym − [A(ω)f ]m)

+ itmfnΦ(k(tm))e−i(2πk(tm)·rn+ωntm)(ym − [A(ω)f ]m)?
)

+
∂

∂ωn

β2R(ω). (8)

Defininggn by,

gn(ω) = −i
M∑

m=1

tmfn
?Φ?(k(tm))ei(2πk(tm)·rn+ωntm)(ym − [A(ω)f ]m), (9)

we can formulate the gradients based on the vectorg given by,

g(ω) = −iD(f ?)A?(ω)D(t)(y −A(ω)f), (10)

whereD(x) denotes a diagonal matrix with the elements of the vectorx on its diagonal. Inserting the

vectorg and using our chosen regularization functionR(ω), we can express the gradient ofΨ with
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respect toω as follows:

∇ωΨ =
1

2
(g(ω) + g?(ω)) + β2C

′Cω

= Real{g(ω)}+ β2C
′Cω, (11)

Using the gradient in Eq. (11), we update our estimate of the field map,ωk, by gradient descent,

ωk+1 = ωk − α
(
Real{g(ωk)}+ β2C

′Cωk
)
. (12)

The step sizeα is chosen such that the cost function,Ψ, decreases.

3 Methods

In principle, one could apply the estimation method described above to any k-space trajectory. However,

the quality of the results will certainly be trajectory dependent. The spiral-in/ spiral-out sequence was

chosen because it provides efficient coverage of k-space and a close spacing of echo times. A spiral-in/

spiral-out pulse sequence was used in simulation, phantom, and human experiments with the following

parameters: TE/FA/FOV = 30ms/60o/24cm, Matrix size =64×64, and a 1 ms gap between the end of the

spiral-in part of the pulse sequence and the beginning of the spiral-out portion. All field-corrected image

reconstructions were performed using the fast, iterative technique of [12] on the entire spiral-in/ spiral-

out data. This was done so that differences in the reconstructed images can only be due to differences

in the field maps and not differences in the reconstruction or regularization. The uncorrected images

were reconstructed using a fast gridding operation on the spiral-in and spiral-out portions separately.

The resulting images were then combined via a square root of the average of the squares of the images.

The computations ofAx andA?y in Eq. (10) were carried out using the NUFFT and time segmentation

algorithms described in [12, 13] withL = 8 for time segmentation and a5 × 5 neighborhood size and

two times oversampling for the NUFFT. Standard estimates for the field maps are usually smoothed to

reduce noise. We performed a small amount of smoothing of the standard field map estimates within the

object being imaged along with extending the field map beyond the object using a penalized weighted

least squares smoothing function [15]. A single iteration of our joint estimation algorithm consisted of

both an update of the image (15 iterations of CG algorithm) and the field map (4 iterations of gradient

descent).
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3.1 Simulation Study

Simulation data sets were formed from a high resolution brain scan with its associated field map at a

matrix size of256 × 192 × 128 and then reconstructed at a lower resolution, a64 × 64 matrix size for

the reconstructed slice. Noise was added to the data to give an SNR (‖data‖/‖noise‖) of approximately

100. Two conditions were tested to ensure that the simultaneous estimation algorithm resulted in stable,

accurate estimates of the field map. First, the algorithm was started with an initial estimate of the field

map of zero. This was used to test if the algorithm would converge to the correct field map when starting

from a distant point. Second, the algorithm was initialized with the standard estimate of the field map.

Section 4.4 shows that the standard method cannot produce an accurate field map estimate using only the

data from a single spiral-in/ spiral-out acquisition. For the standard estimate, an additional scan had to

be simulated at an echo time delayed by 2 ms. We used the average of the standard field maps from the

spiral-in sequence at the two echo times and the spiral-out sequence at the two echo times as the standard

field map. This convention was used both in the simulations and in the phantom and human experiments.

We examined the performance of our joint estimation over iteration using the root-mean-squared (RMS)

error from the true field map.

3.2 Phantom Study

Next we performed a phantom study using a GE 3T Signa Scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee,

WI). Since the true field map is not known for real data experiments, we obtained a relatively undistorted

estimate by acquiring two short echo time four-shot spiral-out images and used the standard field map

estimation. This estimate was compared quantitatively to the estimates from the standard estimation and

our joint estimation on the spiral-in/ spiral-out data. The resulting images, reconstructed using either

the standard field map or the jointly estimated field map were compared qualitatively for reduction in

artifact. Since our joint estimation algorithm allows us to estimate a field map for each acquisition, we

applied our technique to a time series collected on the phantom using a TR of 2 s and 80 time points.

We examined the time course of the field map for a pixel inside the phantom to assess the stability of our

estimates.
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3.3 Human Studies

The human data sets were collected on a GE 3T Signa Scanner in accordance with the Institutional Re-

view Board of the University of Michigan. Three normal human subjects performed a functional task

consisting of 4 cycles of on/off bilateral finger tapping, each cycle lasting 40 seconds. The subjects

were instructed to keep their head still during the functional studies. One human study, Subject 1, was

performed with a TR of 2 s, yielding 80 time points. Two other human subjects, Subjects 2 and 3,

were acquired with a TR of 0.5 s to allow for good resolution of the respiratory waveform which causes

small shifts in the field map of axial slices. A respiratory bellows was used to acquire the respiratory

waveform for these two subjects. Reconstructions using the dynamic, jointly estimated field maps were

qualitatively compared to the reconstructions using the static, standard estimates of the field maps. Also,

functional results using the time series of images reconstructed with each field map estimate were com-

pared using the number of active voxels at a given threshold,i.e. the number of voxels with a correlation

coefficient with the sinusoidal task waveform that exceeded a given threshold. The time series of the

field map estimates were also examined for pixels inside the brain. A correlation test was performed to

see if the proposed joint estimation method accurately reflected the respiration-induced phase variations.

4 Results

4.1 Simulation Study

Figure 1 shows the axial and sagittal slices used in the simulations and their associated field maps.

Figures 2 and 3 show the root-mean square (RMS) error over iteration for the axial study and sagittal

study, respectively, for both initialization conditions that were discussed in Section 3.1. Both of these sets

of curves show that the simultaneous estimation algorithm converges quickly, in around 50 iterations.

Stability of the joint estimation method is also shown by these figures,i.e. when the algorithm is started

with an estimate close to the local minimum, it stays near that minimum. This suggests that an efficient

way to implement the simultaneous estimation algorithm for time series data is to initialize the field

map at each time point with the standard, static estimate of the field map and run just a few iterations

to account for dynamic changes. When initialized with the standard estimate, Figure 3 shows that the

local minimum for the simultaneous estimation has slightly higher RMS error than the standard estimate
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at convergence. This is due to a local minimum. Figure 4 shows the map of the error in the estimate.

Comparing this error to the sagittal slice in Figure 1, we can see that the error occurs near a peak in

the field map at the edge of the object. A regularization scheme other than quadratic, such as a Huber

penalty [16] or a spatially varying penalty [17], may improve estimation in those regions.

4.2 Phantom Study

A phantom data set was collected with 80 time points as described in Section 3.2. To estimate the field

map with little field-induced distortions, we acquired an extra data set using a 4-shot spiral-out sequence

with an echo time of 4.6 ms. The joint estimation algorithm was initialized at each time point with

the static, standard estimate of the field map from the spiral-in/ spiral-out data and 50 iterations were

performed. Figure 5 shows the field map estimated from this 4-shot, short echo time acquisition along

with the standard and jointly estimated field maps using the spiral-in/ spiral-out data. In this case, all

three estimated field maps should look similar since the phantom is immobile and has no physiologically

induced phase variations or motion. For this slice, we calculated root mean squared difference between

the 4 shot field map and the estimated field maps over the object region as defined by the 4-shot image.

The RMS difference for the standard estimate was 2.9 Hz and for the jointly estimated field map was

4.3 Hz at time point 2. Recall that the standard field map estimate is an average of the field maps

determined from the spiral-in and spiral-out portions of the data at both the first and second time points

in the acquisition (Section 3.1). However, the joint estimation used only the data from a single spiral-in/

spiral-out acquisition, although in this case, we are using the standard estimate to initialize the algorithm.

Figure 6 shows the resulting images reconstructed with the 4-shot field map, the standard field map and

the jointly estimated field map. Since the 4-shot image had a much shorter echo time, it has different

T ∗
2 -weighting. The jointly estimated image and standard image result in similar reconstructions for this

phantom study.

We can examine the time course of the dynamic, jointly estimated field map at a pixel of interest to

study the variance of our field map estimate and identify any main field drift in the scanner. Figure 7

shows the time course of the field map estimate of a point in the interior of the upper region of the

phantom. From this plot we can see that there is a smooth drift of the main magnetic field over the

course of the time series, around 2.5 Hz over the 160 s scan time. A similar drift in the field map
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was seen for all pixels inside the phantom. Such field drifts are seen routinely in our stability scans,

possibly due to heating of the passive shim coils. After regressing out a second order polynomial fit to

the curve, the residual standard deviation of the estimate averaged over the phantom was 0.12 Hz. Thus

our estimation algorithm is fairly stable over the course of a time series and dynamic estimation allowed

us to track a 1 Hz/min drift in the main field strength.

4.3 Human Study

A data set was collected during a functional experiment as described for the human study in Section 3.3

with a TR of 2 s and 80 time points (Subject 1). Field inhomogeneity distortions are generally worse

for lower slices of the brain that are closer to the air/tissue interfaces of the sinus cavities. We show

results for both a slice low in the brain and a slice containing pixels with significant correlation to the

motor task. Figure 8 shows the uncorrected image, the standard and jointly estimated field maps, and

the reconstructions using those field maps for a low axial slice at the tenth time point. TheT1-weighted

anatomical scan is given for reference. Although the two field maps look similar, the arrows in the

reconstructed images indicate positions at which the images show differences in the degree to which

inhomogeneity correction was successful. The image reconstructed with the standard field map shows

blurring and signal loss at the indicated positions, whereas the increased accuracy of the jointly estimated

field map allows for adequate compensation and artifact reduction.

Figure 9 gives the results for the field map estimations and the reconstructed images for a slice

containing pixels correlated to the bilateral finger tapping task. The results for the jointly estimated

image and field map are shown for the tenth time point. The standard field map differs considerably from

the jointly estimated field map for this slice. Along the edge indicated by the arrow, the reconstructed

image with the standard field map shows significant blurring due to field inhomogeneity. The jointly

estimated field map and image are largely free of this distortion.

The reduced artifacts using the jointly estimated field map are also evident in the functional results.

Figure 10 shows the functional results from reconstructions using the standard and dynamic field maps

for all three human subjects examined. Panels a.-f. show the functional activation maps thresholded

at a correlation coefficient of 0.5. The reference image shown under the functional map is the image

reconstructed using the corresponding method. For subject 1 in panels a. and d., both methods show
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similar activation on the left-hand side, but only the joint-estimation method shows a comparable number

of active voxels on the right-hand side. The increased bilateral detection corresponds with the increased

artifact correction, see the arrow in Figure 9. Panel g. in Figure 10 shows the number of pixels with

correlation coefficients higher than various thresholds for the two reconstructions for Subject 1. The

trend seen in panels a. and d. for a threshold of 0.5 holds for all the other thresholds examined,i.e. a

larger number of activated pixels result from correctly compensating for the undistorted, dynamic field

map. Panels b. and d. in Figure 10 show the functional maps for Subject 2 (TR= 0.5 s) and panels c.

and e. show the functional maps for Subject 3 (TR= 0.5 s). All maps were thresholded at a correlation

coefficient of 0.5. Again we see with both these subjects that accurate compensation for the dynamic,

jointly-estimated field map results in a larger number of activated voxels. The plots of number of active

voxels versus threshold level for the two subjects are shown in panels h. and i., respectively.

Figure 11 shows the estimated field map for a voxel inside the brain over the the course of the

functional study for Subject 1. A field drift over the course of the time series exists in the human data

that is similar to that from the phantom scan, a positive shift in the field of about 2.5 Hz over the course of

the scan. The field map estimates here have higher oscillations than in the phantom study. Regressing out

a second order polynomial fit to the time course shown in Figure 11 gives a residual standard deviation

of 0.33 Hz, averaged over the brain.

The higher variance in the time series of the field map from the human study vs the phantom study

(Figure 11 vs. 7) could be due to respiration-induced field changes during the course of the time series.

To examine this effect further, two of the subjects were scanned with a TR of 0.5 s to allow for good

resolution of the respiratory effect and a respiratory bellows was used to acquire the respiration wave-

form, as described in Section 3.3. We performed a correlation analysis between the measured respiratory

waveform and that from the time course of the estimated field map after regressing out a second order

polynomial fit to remove the main field drift component. We found that for Subject 2, there was a mean

correlation coefficient of 0.39 over the brain region between the field map values (after removing a sec-

ond order polynomial fit) and the respiratory waveform. For Subject 3, the mean correlation coefficient

over the brain was 0.43. A plot of the time course of the field map for a pixel inside the brain of Subject

3 is shown in Figure 12. This pixel was near the center of the brain and had the highest correlation co-

efficient with the respiratory waveform, 0.80. Also shown in this figure for reference is a scaled version

of the respiratory waveform as measured from the respiratory bellows. The variations in the field map
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values are a good fit to the scaled measurements from the respiratory bellows.

4.4 Non-iterative Dynamic Estimation

At first glance, it might appear that a dynamic field map estimate could be formed by first reconstructing

uncorrected images from the spiral-in and spiral-out parts of the sequence separately. These acquisitions

were spaced by 1 ms in our studies, so the field map could be formed by taking the phase difference of

these two images and dividing by the difference in echo times. Figure 13 shows the field maps estimated

in this manner for the simulation and phantom experiments. These field maps have shapes that are fairly

consistent with the truth (refer to Figures 1 and 5), but the scaling is wrong, even resulting in phase wraps

in the field map. The problem with this non-iterative dynamic method is that the point spread function

of a spiral-in sequence with field inhomogeneity differs greatly from that of a spiral-out acquisition.

A possible explanation is offered in [18]: gradients in the field map distort the local k-space trajectory

which may cause a shift in the timing of the sampling of the center of k-space, the effective echo time, that

may differ greatly from the planned echo time. In the usual case, when comparing spiral-out sequences

of the same slice at two different echo times, this effective echo time shift is the same for both, keeping

the difference in effective echo times the same as the planned echo time delay. However, the time at

which the origin of k-space is sampled for spiral-in and spiral-out sequences is affected differently by

gradients in the field map. This results in an effective difference in echo time between the spiral-in

and spiral-out sequences that varies spatially. Hence, in addition to the usual problems associated with

the standard field map estimate discussed in Section 1, the field map estimates are also degraded by a

space-variant scale factor.

5 Discussion

The simulation studies show that our joint estimation technique can estimate a field map that is similar

in accuracy to the standard field map estimate. The standard field map estimate requires two acquisitions

at slightly different echo times and assumes that the field map remains static over the course of a time

series. Our joint estimation technique uses a spiral-in/ spiral-out sequence to estimate an undistorted

field map and image at each acquisition. This dynamic estimate was formed using a penalized, least-
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squares joint-estimation algorithm and a spiral-in/ spiral-out acquisition, which does not decrease the

scan efficiency from a spiral-out sequence.

The jointly estimated field map is very stable. For each time point, the dynamic estimation is started

with the static, standard estimate of the field map from the first two time points and an initial estimate

of zeros for the image. That means that each time point is initialized with the same image and field map

and is not dependent on the time points around it. So, by looking at the variance in the time series of the

estimated field maps, we can examine the stability of the estimations. In the phantom experiment, the

average standard deviation for the time course of the field map was only 0.12 Hz after removing trends

to account for the drift of the magnetic field. The mean standard deviation from the human results was

0.33 Hz. This higher variation resulted from respiration-induced phase variations during the time series.

The time series of pixels inside the brain in a slice from two subjects exhibited significant correlation

with the respiratory waveform as measured with a respiratory bellows. A mean correlation coefficient of

0.4 was observed for the time course of the field map with the measured respiratory waveform in a slice

high in the brain in two subjects. This respiration effect should be even greater for slices lower in the

brain.

For this work, the accurate measurement of respiratory effects in the time course of the field map at-

tests to the stability and sensitivity of our method. In subsequent work, the ability of our proposed method

to accurately estimate and correct for respiratory noise should be compared to other physiological noise

correction schemes. For example, a technique called “dynamic off-resonance in k-space” or DORK as-

sumes that respiration-induced phase is constant over the slice [19]. This assumption essentially restricts

the application of DORK to axial slices. Although our method does use spatial regularization, it does

not enforce a uniform shift for the slice. Therefore, our method is applicable to any slice orientation.

Besides the fact that the proposed method is able to track dynamic changes in the field map, the

human experiments suggest that our method results in a more accurate estimate of a single field map.

Although the dynamic changes in the field maps over the time series were relatively small (<5 Hz), the

functional results were dramatically different when using the jointly estimated field map instead of the

standard field map. The jointly estimated field map resulted in an image with less artifact and a higher

number of activated voxels in the functional studies. The standard field map estimation method suffers

from the use of reference images that are distorted by field inhomogeneity effects, physiologically-

induced phase differences, and motion between the reference images.
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The joint estimation algorithm can accurately and dynamically track and correct for changes in the

field map during the course of the functional study. These changes may be due to respiration-induced

phase changes, head movement, and drifts in the center frequency of the magnetic field. These effects

will become even more significant at higher field strengths, so dynamic estimation of the field map may

be crucial for success of fMRI at high fields. In this work, the subject was instructed to hold their head

still. In patient and pediatric populations, the subject may not be able to remain still for the time required

for a functional study. In these cases, dynamic field map estimation may be necessary for adequate

artifact correction and proper estimation of motion-correction parameters. In our future work, we will

examine the impact of dynamic field map estimation on motion correction.

Our proposed joint estimation algorithm can be used with any pulse sequence that provides adequate

sampling of k-space with a diversity in echo times to give information about phase accrual. It has also

been used with a four-echo spiral-out sequence to estimate the image, field map andT ∗
2 relaxation map

[20]. The spiral-in/ spiral-out sequence was chosen for this work because it provides an efficient coverage

of k-space and allows for a close spacing of echo times. Sub-sampling strategies, such as those using

variable-density spirals [9] or radial lines [10], may allow for a reduction in the acquisition time.

One drawback to the proposed method is computation time. On a 2 GHz Pentium workstation run-

ning Matlab, 50 iterations of the proposed method to estimate an image and a field map took approx-

imately 20 minutes. Recall that one iteration of our proposed method includes 15 iterations of CG on

the image and 4 iterations of gradient descent, see Section 3. Some improvement in computation time

will result from optimizing the number of sub-iterations for the image and field map updates. Also,

we are using steepest descent for the nonlinear problem of minimizing over the field map, a different

minimization algorithm may reduce the total number of iterations required.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a method to accurately estimate an undistorted image and field map for each acquisi-

tion of a spiral-in/ spiral-out sequence. This method results in stable field map estimates that are able to

track field drift and respiration-induced phase variations over the course of an fMRI time series. Despite

producing dynamic estimates, we have shown that our method can result in better single field map es-

timates in humans than the standard estimation technique, which is sensitive to differences between the
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reference images due to subject motion and respiration.
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7 Figures and Tables

a b

c d

Figure 1: Objects used for simulation study. a.) axial slice b.) axial field map (Hz) c.) sagittal slice d.)

sagittal field map (Hz)
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Figure 2: RMS error in Hz vs iteration number for the axial slice simulation. Solid line (-) is the

simultaneous estimation initialized with a zero field map, Circles (o) are the simultaneous estimation

initialized with the standard field map, Plus (+) is the standard field map estimate, which is not iterative

but is shown as a constant value vs iteration.
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Figure 3: RMS error in Hz for the sagittal slice simulation. Solid line (-) is the simultaneous estimation

initialized with a zero field map, Circles (o) are the simultaneous estimation initialized with the standard

field map, Plus (+) is the standard field map estimate, which is not iterative but is shown as a constant

value vs iteration.
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Figure 4: Error in Hz for the sagittal slice.
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a b c

Figure 5: Field maps for the phantom study in Hz: a.) 4-shot short echo time spiral-out with standard

field map estimation, b.) standard field map estimate c.) jointly estimated field map.
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a b c

Figure 6: Reconstructions from phantom experiment: a.) 4-shot short echo time spiral-out, b.) spiral-in/

spiral-out using the standard field map estimate c.) spiral-in/ spiral-out using the jointly estimated field

map.
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Figure 7: Time course of the jointly estimated field map for a pixel inside the phantom.
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a b c

d e f

Figure 8: Results of reconstruction and estimation on a slice lower in the brain of Subject 1. a.) uncor-

rected image, b.) standard field map estimate, c.) jointly estimated field map, d.)T1 anatomical image

for reference e.) image reconstructed using the standard field map, f.) image reconstructed using the

jointly estimated field map.
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a b c

d e f

Figure 9: Results of reconstruction and estimation on slice of interest for functional study for Subject 1.

a.) uncorrected image, b.) standard field map estimate, c.) jointly estimated field map, d.)T1 anatomical

image for reference e.) image reconstructed using the standard field map, f.) image reconstructed using

the jointly estimated field map.
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a b c

d e f

g h i

Figure 10: Functional results for the two reconstructions for all three human subjects. Reconstruction

using the standard field map for: a.) Subject 1, b.) Subject 2, c.) Subject 3. Reconstruction using the

jointly estimated field map for d.) Subject 1, e.) Subject 2, f.) Subject 3. Plot of number of pixels with

correlation coefficients higher than the threshold for various thresholds for g.) Subject 1, h.) Subject 2,

i.) Subject 3.
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Figure 11: Time course of simultaneously estimated field map for a pixel within the brain.
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Figure 12: Plot of time course of field map for a pixel inside the brain of Subject 3 after regressing out

a second order polynomial fit to remove the main field drift component. Shown also for reference is a

scaled version of the waveform measured from the respiratory bellows.
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a b

Figure 13: Field maps estimated from the phase differences of spiral-in and spiral-out images recon-

structed separately. a.) simulation field map (Hz), b.) phantom field map (Hz).
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